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EnCase Computer Forensics, includes DVD: The Official EnCE: EnCase Certified Examiner Study GuideSybex, 2007
Fully revised for the very latest EnCE exam and EnCase software
   EnCE certification tells the world that you've not only mastered the use of EnCase Forensic Software, but also that you have acquired the in-depth forensics knowledge and techniques you need to conduct complex computer examinations. This official study guide,...
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Spring Boot 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2018

	
		Solve all your Spring Boot 2 problems using complete and real-world code examples. When you start a new project, you’ll be able to copy the code and configuration files from this book, and then modify them for your needs. This can save you a great deal of work over creating a project from scratch.
	


	
		Using a...
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PC Magazine - 21 August 2007PC Magazine, 2007
First Looks
GoToMeeting v3.0
GuardedID 1.02
Howard Verity TW3
Kodak EasyShare 5300 All-In-One printer
Logitech X-240
MSI Q677 Crystal Edition
Nokia E61i
Oki Printing Solutions C6000n
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ8
RealPlayer 11 (beta)
Sennheiser PXC 450 NoiseGard
Sony VAIO VGN-SZ370P
Adobe...
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Macs For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of Mac! Here's the fun and easy way® to get going
Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your Mac can do! This handy guide helps you figure out the nuts and bolts of your Mac. Navigate the Mac desktop, back up your computer via Time Machine, e-mail photos to friends and family, shoot an iMovie,...
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How to Do Everything with Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get the most out of Windows XP using this friendly, solutions-oriented guide. See how much you can do with the world’s most popular operating system--including making movies and playing music--and learn about all its new updates such as networking for both home and office, faster boot features, better security, and improved Web browsing....
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Secrets of the Playstation PortablePeachpit Press, 2006
With over 13 million shipped, the Sony PlayStation Portable, or PSP, is one of the fastest selling game consoles in history. In this essential guide, gaming expert Joel Durham, Jr. shows readers how to get the most out of this revolutionary handheld game console. After an initial tour around the interface, Joel will introduce the readers to the...
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Hardware Hacking: Have Fun While Voiding Your WarrantySyngress Publishing, 2004
"If I had this book 10 years ago, the FBI would never have found me!" -- Kevin Mitnick This book has something for everyone---from the beginner hobbyist with no electronics or coding experience to the self-proclaimed "gadget geek." Take an ordinary piece of equipment and turn it into a personal work of art. Build upon an...
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Linux Bible 2009 Edition: Boot up Ubuntu, Fedora, KNOPPIX, Debian, openSUSE, and moreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Linux Bible 2009 Edition is here to open your eyes to what Linux is, where it came from, and where it’s going. But, most of all, the book is here to hand you Linux and help you get started. Because Linux is the operating system of free speech and free choice, Linux Bible gives you choices in selecting the Linux that is right for you.
...
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Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed: Safeguarding the Future of Computing with Intel Embedded Security and Management EngineApress, 2014

	Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed is an in-depth introduction to Intel’s platform embedded solution: the security and management engine. The engine is shipped inside most Intel platforms for servers, personal computers, tablets, and smartphones. The engine realizes advanced security and management...
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Windows 8 HacksO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Windows 8 is quite different than previous Microsoft operating systems, but it’s still eminently hackable. With this book, you’ll learn how to make a variety of modifications, from speeding up boot time and disabling the Lock screen to hacking native apps and running Windows 8 on a Mac. And that’s just the...
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RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide (Exam RH302) (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available 

With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide, Fifth Edition covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 

	100% complete coverage of all objectives for...
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Windows Netbooks: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
Netbooks are breaking all the rules longer battery life, lightweight, and easy to use. And best of all is the low price. Whether you already own a netbook or are considering purchasing one, the good news doesn't end there, however. Throw in some free open source and cloud computing software and you got yourself a powerful little computer at a...
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